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Abstract
Reservoir computing (RC) is a highly e�cient network for processing spatiotemporal signals due to its
low training cost compared to standard recurrent neural networks. The design of different reservoir states
plays a very important role in the hardware implementation of RC system. Recent studies have used the
device-to-device variation to generate different reservoir states; however, this method is not well
controllable and reproducible. To solve this problem, we report a dynamic memristor-based RC system. By
applying a controllable mask process, we reveal that even a single dynamic memristor can generate rich
reservoir states and realize the complete reservoir function. We further build a parallel RC system that can
e�ciently handle spatiotemporal tasks including spoken-digit and handwritten-digit recognitions, in
which high classi�cation accuracies of 99.6% and 97.6% have been achieved, respectively. The
performance of dynamic memristor-based RC system is almost equivalent to the software-based one.
Besides, our RC system does not require additional read operations, which can make full use of the device
nonlinearity and further improve the system e�ciency. Our work could pave the road towards high-
e�ciency memristor-based RC systems to handle more complex spatiotemporal tasks in the future.

Introduction
In recent years, arti�cial neural networks (ANNs) have developed rapidly and played an important role in
many different �elds such as object detection,1,2 natural language processing,3 autonomous driving,4

security,5 etc. Generally, ANNs can be loosely divided into two main categories depending on the network
structure. One is feedforward neural networks in which the neurons are separated into layers and the
signal only goes forward. There are many kinds of feedforward neural networks, including the well-known
convolutional neural network (CNN),6 which are widely used to process static spatial patterns such as
image recognition and object detection. However, this type of network may not be suitable for processing
temporal signals because of the feedforward structure. The other kind of ANNs is recurrent neural
network (RNN)7,8 in which the neurons have recurrent connections. As a result, input signal can stay in the
network for a while so that short-term memory can be realized in this way. Therefore, RNN is capable of
dealing with temporal tasks. Unlike feedforward neural networks, the training of RNN is usually very
di�cult and requires extensive computational power, mainly due to the problem of exploding or vanishing
gradients in recurrent structures. In order to solve this problem, the concept of reservoir computing (RC)
was proposed.9,10 The main difference between RC and RNN is that in a RC network only the weights
connected to the output layer need to be trained and the rest of the network remain �xed. As a result, the
training process becomes linear and many simple training algorithms can be used, such as linear
regression. At the software level, it has been shown that RC systems can achieve satisfactory
performance in speech recognition,11 adaptive �ltering,12 time series prediction13,14 and many other
�elds.15 For high system e�ciency, many new materials and devices, such as spintronic oscillators,16,17

photonic modules,18–20 or memristors,21–23 have been studied for the hardware implementation of RC
systems. Among them, remarkable progress has been made on memristors for the implementation of
ANNs by taking advantage of their analog resistive switching properties.24–29 Meanwhile, the inherentLoading [MathJax]/jax/output/CommonHTML/jax.js
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dynamic properties and nonlinear behaviour of memristors also make them very suitable for the
implementation of RC systems.30,31 In a RC system, the richness of the reservoir states is an important
factor that largely determines the system performance. In previous works, different reservoir states were
generated by using device-to-device variations.21,22 Although this method can generate many reservoir
states, it is di�cult to control the variation between devices and hence it is not well reproducible. Besides,
in these demonstrations, the memristor conductance was regarded as the reservoir state,21–23 so after
each input signal, a read signal must be followed to read out the device conductance. This additional
read operation would limit the speed of such RC systems.

In this report, we demonstrate a dynamic memristor-based RC system that using a controllable mask
process to generate rich reservoir states. Besides, we directly use the memristor response to the input
signal as the reservoir state, which can take advantage of the device nonlinearity and does not require
additional read operations. By controlling the condition of mask process, the implemented RC system can
process spatiotemporal signal e�ciently. Different temporal classi�cation tasks of waveform
classi�cation and spoken-digit recognition are demonstrated in our RC system, where an extremely low
normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) of 0.14 and word error rate of 0.4% are achieved
respectively. Meanwhile, the spatial classi�cation task of handwritten-digit recognition is also performed
in our system, and a high classi�cation accuracy of 97.6% is obtained, which is close to the value
obtained with a software-based RC system.

Results
Dynamic Memristor-based RC System. The dynamic memristor used in this work has a vertically stacked
cross-point structure of Ti/TiOx/TaOy/Pt (50 nm/16 nm/30 nm/50 nm), as schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1a. The cross-sectional transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of the device is shown in
Fig. 1b, and the corresponding elements distribution pro�le from energy-dispersive spectroscopy is shown
in Fig. 1c. The details of device fabrication are described in the Experimental Section. The standard
memristive I–V hysteresis curves over multiple cycles are shown in Fig. 1d. The repeatable I–V loops
indicate a high stability and reliability of the device. Also, the I–V curve is highly asymmetric under
positive and negative voltage sweeps, which can be attributed to the Schottky barrier at the TaOy/Pt

interface.32 Such a strong nonlinearity of the dynamic memristor can be directly used to realize the
activation function commonly used in ANNs. The dynamic characteristics of the device are also explored
as shown in Fig. 1e. A write voltage pulse (amplitude of 3.0 V and pulse width of 1 ms) followed by
several read voltage pulses (1.9 V, 10 µs) is applied on the device and the responding current is recorded
for subsequent analysis. It can be seen from Fig. 1e that the current is integrated under the large write
pulse and then decays under the small read pulses, as the migration and diffusion of oxygen ions
modulates the barrier height at the electrode/oxide interfaces.32 The behaviour of current decay over time
is further analyzed in Fig. 1f, where a simple exponential relationship is used to �t the curve and the
characteristic time t0 obtained by �tting is about 400 µs. These experimental results imply that the output
of the dynamic memristor is not only dependent on the current input but also relies on the history of theLoading [MathJax]/jax/output/CommonHTML/jax.js
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input signal.33,34 Such short-term memory of the dynamic memristor gives it the ability to equivalently
implement the neural network with recursive connections.35 Combining the I–V nonlinearity and short-
term memory of the device, we realized a dynamic memristor-based RC system. As a comparison, Fig. 2a
shows a conventional RC system which consists of three parts: input layer, reservoir and output layer. The
reservoir is the core of the RC system, which produces a large number of reservoir states that are very
important for classi�cation. Traditional approaches of making a reservoir use a network consisting of
random connections of nonlinear neuron nodes. The interactions among neurons can remember the
history information of the input signals and produce rich reservoir states. However, such RC architecture
needs the random connections between multiple devices, which is very di�cult for hardware
implementation. In order to solve this problem, we incorporate the concept of time multiplexing and use a
mask process to generate virtual nodes in time domain.35 Through the dynamic and nonlinear response
of the memristor, these virtual nodes are nonlinearly coupled to each other (see Fig. S1 in Supplementary
Information). Figure 2b shows the schematic diagram of a dynamic memristor-based RC system based
on this new architecture. Firstly, the input signal is pre-processed through a time multiplexing procedure
during which the input signal is multiplied by a mask matrix and then converted to a train of voltage
pulses through a signal generation system. Every frame of the input signal can generate a pulse train of
total length τ and pulse width δ. Secondly, the pre-processed input is fed to the reservoir which consists
of a memristor connected in series with a load resistor of RL = 4.7 kΩ. The RL is used to convert the
memristor output current to a voltage signal which is then sampled as the reservoir states (that are the
output of virtual nodes as shown in Fig. 1d). Finally, the output vector is a linear combination of the
reservoir states and the weights are trained through linear regression. The details of the measurement
setup are described in the Methods Section.

Waveform Classi�cation. In the above discussion, we proposed that a simple system connecting a
dynamic memristor with a resistor can be regarded as a reservoir, which can generate a large amount of
reservoir states for subsequent signal processing. In order to improve the system performance in practice,
several single memristor-based reservoirs are connected in parallel to build a large parallel RC system as
shown in Fig. 2c. A simple waveform classi�cation task is used to test the temporal signal processing
capability of our RC system.36,37 As shown in Fig. 2d, the input sequence is a random combination of
sine and square waveforms, and the desired output is the binary sequence that consists of 0 and 1
representing sine and square waveforms respectively. To achieve the optimal classi�cation results, we
use 10 reservoirs in parallel, where the mask (a one-dimensional sequence with a length of 4 in this case)
is different from each other. At the same time, the I–V nonlinearity of dynamic memristor is directly used
as the activation function as shown in Fig. S4. In every time interval τ, the output of RC system is the
linear combination of all the reservoir states, where the weights are trained through simple linear
regression method. NRMSE is used to measure the classi�cation error,38 which is described as:

NRMSE =
〈‖y(t) − ytarget(t)‖2〉

〈‖ytarget(t) − 〈ytarget(t)〉‖2〉√
Loading [MathJax]/jax/output/CommonHTML/jax.js
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where y(t) is the output of RC system, ytarget(t) is the desired output, ||·|| denotes the Euclidean norm, and
<·> denotes the empirical mean. During the test, the lowest NRMSE we obtained is 0.14 and a typical
result is also shown in the Fig. 2d. In addition, we �nd the length of the mask sequence has a critical
in�uence on the performance of the RC system. As shown in Fig. 2e, the NRMSE of classi�cation
changes with the mask length M when keeping the reservoir size the same M × N = 40 (N is the number of
reservoirs in parallel). We can see that NRMSE becomes very large when the mask length is either too
long or too short and reaches the minimum value as the mask length is about 4. To explain such
dependence, let us consider two extreme cases with mask lengths of 40 and 1. When the mask length is
as long as 40, the overall change of memristor conductance over duration τ is very large, which means
the reservoir states would easily reach the upper or lower limit, thereby losing the ability to further process
signals in subsequent durations. For this reason, the classi�cation error is large when the mask length is
long. On the other hand, when the mask length is as short as 1, the binary combination of the mask
sequence would be very limited, which limits the type of the mask sequence. It means that in this case
most of the reservoir states in the parallel RC system are the same and the effective reservoir states
would not support successful classi�cation, leading to a large classi�cation error. So in order to achieve
the best classi�cation results, we �nd the appropriate mask length of 4 that yields the lowest NRMSE of
0.14. Further analysis about this and the test on cycle-to-cycle variation are discussed in Fig. S2 and Fig.
S3 in Supplementary Information, respectively. Another point worth mentioning is that the RC system is
based on a single memristor (i.e., N = 1) when the mask length is 40. It can be seen from the experimental
results that the parallel RC system has a better performance than the single memristor-based RC system
by adjusting the mask length (e.g., N = 10 when M = 4), which not only increases the system speed but
also reduces the error rate.

Spoken-digit Recognition. To further evaluate the performance of dynamic memristor-based RC system
on temporal classi�cation tasks, the benchmark test of spoken-digit recognition is carried out using NIST
TI-46 database. The input data are audio waveforms of isolated spoken digits (0 to 9 in English)
pronounced by �ve different female speakers. The goal of spoken-digit recognition is to distinguish each
digit independent of speakers. Therefore, feature extraction of audio signals is very important. Figure 3a–
c illustrate the procedure of feature extraction of digit 9 based on the RC method. According to a standard
procedure in speech recognition, the original audio waveform (resampled at 8 kHz) in Fig. 3a (left panel)
is �rstly �ltered into a spectrum with 64 frequency channels per frame by using Lyon’s passive ear
model.39 The channel values that represent the amplitude of the corresponding frequency for each frame
are then transferred to the time domain with a duration of τ as shown in Fig. 3a (right panel). Figure 3b
shows the pre-processed input signal after the mask process. Different from the previous waveform
classi�cation task, the mask here is a two-dimensional matrix composed of randomly assigned binary
values (-1 and 1). In each interval of duration τ, the spectrum signal is multiplied by a 64 × M mask matrix
to generate the input voltage sequence with a time step δ equal to 1/M of τ, where M is the mask length.
The pre-processed input signal is then applied to the dynamic memristor, and the corresponding current is

Loading [MathJax]/jax/output/CommonHTML/jax.js
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�rstly converted to a voltage signal through the series resistor RL and then ampli�ed and collected by the
ampli�er and ADC. The recorded memristor response is shown in Fig. 3c and the number of sampling
points is set to be equal to M per interval τ. The time step is chosen as δ = 120 µs which must be shorter
than the relaxation time t0 (400 µs) of dynamic memristor. The mask and recording processes are
repeated N times with different mask matrices in order to mimic N-parallel RC system. After that, the N
times memristor response in each duration τ is combined into the reservoir states for subsequent
classi�cation.

The classi�cation process contains two steps: training and testing. The 500 audio samples from TI-46
database are divided into two groups: 450 randomly selected samples for training and the rest 50
samples for testing. We use a 10-dimensional vector (target vector) to represent the classi�cation result
for the ten digits. For example, if the target digit is 9, the tenth number in the target vector will be 1 while
the others should be 0. After feature extraction, the spoken digits are transformed into the reservoir states
in each time interval τ. The classi�cation procedure is performed once at each interval and the �nal
classi�cation result is obtained from majority voting of the results at all intervals of one digit.11,16 In an
ideal situation, a correct classi�cation can be given at each interval. We assume a weight matrix (Wout)
that can transform the reservoir states, which can be treated as an (M × N)-dimensional vector, in each
interval τ to the target vector. Therefore, the goal of the training process is to �nd a proper Wout for all the
training samples to generate output vectors close to the corresponding target vectors. Here the linear
regression method is used to calculate Wout. We generate a target matrix Ytarget by combining the target
vectors at all the time intervals used for training. In the same way, we can also generate a response
matrix X by combining the response vectors at all of the time intervals used for training. Subsequently,
the weight matrix Wout is given by Wout = YtargetXT(XXT)†,40 where the symbol † represents Moore–
Penrose pseudo-inverse.

During the testing process, the output vectors at all intervals of one digit are summed up. To obtain the
�nal classi�cation result, the element with the maximum value in the summed output vector predicts the
corresponding digit (a winner-take-all method).35 To evaluate the accuracy, the recognition rate is de�ned
as the percentage of correctly identi�ed digits in all the testing digits. Furthermore, a 10-fold cross
validation is used to ensure the reliability of the obtained recognition rate. To do that, the training and
testing processes are repeated 10 times and the data are randomly selected for training and testing for
each time. The �nal recognition rate is the average of all the test results during 10-fold cross validation.
Figure 3d shows the predicted digits obtained from the memristor-based RC system versus the correct
digits, where the color depth is proportional to the number of correctly classi�ed digits. The word error
rate is as low as 0.4% (i.e., recognition rate of 99.6%), when M and N are set to be 10 and 40 respectively.
In Fig. 3e, the dependence of the word error rate on the mask length is investigated, where the total
reservoir size (M × N) remains constant at 400. Similar to the previous waveform classi�cation task, the
word error rate increases when the mask length is too long or too short. It can be seen from the
experimental data that the lowest average word error rate is achieved when the mask length is about 10.
In addition, the effect of the reservoir size on the RC system has also been studied, and the experimentalLoading [MathJax]/jax/output/CommonHTML/jax.js
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result is shown in Fig. S5 of Supplementary Information. It is found that the word error rate decreases
with the reservoir size, because a larger reservoir can create more reservoir states and hence retain more
features of the input signals.

Handwritten-digit Recognition. In addition to the temporal signal processing in the above spoken-digit
recognition, we also perform the handwritten-digit recognition to demonstrate the classi�cation of spatial
signals. We randomly select 20,000 images from MNIST database as the input data, in which 18,000
images are used for training and the rest 2,000 images for testing. In order to use our memristor-based RC
system to realize handwritten-digit recognition, we �rst convert the spatial pattern of a handwritten digit
image into a temporal signal.41 As an illustration, the preprocessing of digit 9 is shown in Fig. 4a. At the
beginning, the original 28 × 28 image is resized into 15 × 15 and it is reproduced in three copies. Then the
resized images are rotated by three different angles (0°, 30°, 90°). This step is proved to be necessary,
because it can increase the number of features when we transform the image into a temporal signal.42

Subsequently, the three rotated images are combined and chopped vertically. After that, the obtained 45 × 
15 image is divided into 15 sub-images and each of these has a dimension of 45 × 1. Finally, every piece
of the chopped image is transferred into a temporal signal with a duration τ and the amplitude
corresponds to the pixel grey-scale values. The mask process is similar as the one used in the previous
spoken-digit recognition. During each time interval τ, the pre-processed signal is multiplied by a 45 × M
mask matrix to generate the input voltage sequence with a time step δ (δ = 120 µs), where M is equal to 4.
N-parallel RC system is realized by using different mask matrices. Here N is 300 to generate a total
reservoir size of 1,200. The training and testing processes are similar to the spoken-digit recognition task
and the only difference is that the feature vectors used for classi�cation are composed of reservoir states
selected within three time intervals of τ.42 Fig. 4b shows the predicted digits versus the correct digits,
where an overall recognition rate of 97.6% is achieved by the memristor-based RC system. Furthermore,
the comparison of the recognition accuracy between software-based RC and memristor-based RC is
shown in Fig. 4c, where the accuracy loss for our RC system is only 0.4% compared with standard
software-based RC system. It is therefore demonstrated that the dynamic memristor-based RC system
can also process spatial signal e�ciently.

Discussion
In summary, a high-performance parallel RC system has been realized using a novel Ti/TiOx/TaOy/Pt
dynamic memristor. By applying a simple mask process, we show that even a single dynamic memristor
can be treated as a reservoir which is subsequently used to build a parallel RC system. By choosing the
appropriate mask length and the number of reservoirs, our RC system can process both spatial and
temporal signals e�ciently. Low NRMSE and word error rate of 0.14 and 0.4% have been achieved for the
waveform classi�cation and spoken-digit recognition, respectively, and meanwhile a high recognition rats
of 97.6% has been achieved for handwritten-digit recognition with just 0.4% accuracy loss compared to
software-based RC system. The parallel RC system in this work is implemented on a single memristor
running in serial mode, which is very compact and e�cient, proving the feasibility and high e�ciency of

Loading [MathJax]/jax/output/CommonHTML/jax.js
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memristor-based RC system. To further enable parallel processing of input signals and increase the
complexity of the RC system, a more sophisticated RC system based on multiple memristors with inner
connections will be constructed in the future.

Methods
Device Fabrication. The dynamic memristor device was fabricated as a cross-point structure on a silicon
substrate with 200 nm thermally grown silicon oxide on it. Firstly, inert metal Pt was deposited and
patterned on the substrate as the bottom electrode. The thickness and width of the bottom electrode are
50 nm and 10 µm respectively. Then, the functional 30 nm-thick TaOy and 16 nm-thick TiOx oxide layers

were deposited by the reactive sputtering method with Ar and O2 mixed atmosphere.43 Finally, the top
electrode Ti was deposited and patterned with the same thickness and width as the bottom electrode.

Measurement Setup. The basic electrical behaviors of the dynamic memristor were characterized at room
temperature in a probe station connecting to a semiconductor parameter analyzer (Agilent B1500). The
thickness of each layer of the device was veri�ed by transmission electron microscope (TEM). The
experimental RC system is realized with the cooperation of personal computer (PC), microcontroller unit
(MCU) with peripheral circuits and memristor device. The PC is used to run the basic loop of RC algorithm
which is realized by MATLAB code. The MCU used in our experiment is STM32 with 12-bit DAC and ADC
modules. The peripheral circuits consist of input ampli�ers and output ampli�ers. The function of STM32
and ampli�er is to connect the PC with the memristor device. Take the spoken-digit recognition task for
example. The PC preprocesses the spoken signal into a discrete sequence of real numbers between − 1
and 1. This data sequence is transferred to the buffer of STM32 through UART communication. The DAC
module of STM32 then generates voltage pulses with pulse width of 120 µs and amplitude (0 ~ 3.3 V)
corresponding to data values. The input ampli�er resizes the amplitude of voltage pulse between − 3 to
3 V and applies it to the memristor device. The constant RL in series with the memristor is used to convert
the response current into a voltage signal. The value of 4.7 kΩ is selected according to the resistance
range of our memristor and the magni�cation of the ampli�er. The output ampli�er transforms the small
current signal of memristor into a large voltage signal (0 ~ 3.3 V) which is then sampled by the ADC
module. Finally, the ADC data is transferred from STM32 back to the PC for post-processing. The
software-based RC is implemented in MATLAB using appropriate parameters.
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Supplementary Figure Legends
Supplementary Figure S1. Investigation of the effect of the time step on the RC system. (a) The input
voltage after mask process and the corresponding current response of the dynamic memristor, where the
time step δ (50 ms) is much larger than the characteristic time t0 (400 µs) of the device. In this case, the
device rapidly saturates to a state that is independent of previous inputs. (b) As a result, the extracted
virtual nodes are independent of each other, and each node is only coupled with itself at previous time
step. (c) The input voltage after mask process and the corresponding current response of the dynamic
memristor, where the time step δ (50 µs) is smaller than the characteristic time t0 (400 µs) of the device.
In this case, the device does not have enough time to reach a saturated state. (d) As a result, the extracted
virtual nodes can be coupled with their neighbours e�ciently, and hence a functional RC system can be
implemented.

Supplementary Figure S2. (a) - (d) Waveform classi�cation results when the mask length changes from 1
to 40. The �rst to fourth panels of each �gure show the input waveform, the �rst reservoir state, all
reservoir states, and the classi�cation results, respectively. As we can see from the second panel of each
�gure, the �rst reservoir state extracted from the dynamic memristor response can transform the
difference of waveforms into the change of amplitude, however this effect decreased with the increase of
mask length. That is because the mask length can affect the overall change of memristor conductance
over a duration τ, as we mentioned in the main text. In addition, From the third panel of each �gure we
can �nd that more and more reservoir states overlap as the mask length decreases. When the mask
length is 1, only two reservoir states can be distinguished, leading to a large error rate. This result further
con�rms our conclusion in the main text.

Supplementary Figure S3. (a) Measured memristor response from the waveform classi�cation task,
repeated by 30 times. (b) The variation of NRMSE during repeated tests.

Supplementary Figure S4. (a) The nonlinear response region used for waveform classi�cation task.
Through a load resistor, the output current of memristor is converted into a voltage signal which is then
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ampli�ed by a factor of 3.5 times using an ampli�er. In this way, the dynamic memristor response is
mapped to a voltage range of 0 to 3.3 V for ADC sampling. (b) The nonlinear response region used for
spoken-digit recognition and handwritten-digit recognition tasks. Here the memristor response is
ampli�ed by a factor of 371 while adding a voltage bias of 1 V. Because the values of input voltage
mostly vary from − 2 to 2V when performing these two tasks, we choose the appropriate ampli�er gain
and bias so that both positive and negative output responses can be well sampled by the ADC.

Supplementary Figure S5. The tested word error rate changes with the reservoir size. In each test, the
mask length remains constant at 10, and the total reservoir size is adjusted by changing the number of
parallel reservoirs N. The error bar shows the variation between devices.

Figures
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Figure 1

Device characteristics of dynamic memristor. (a) Device structure and (b) cross-sectional transmission
electron microscope (TEM) image of the fabricated dynamic memristor, consisting of a vertically stacked
structure of Ti/TiOx/TaOy/Pt (50 nm/16 nm/30 nm/50 nm). (c) Corresponding elements distribution
pro�le from energy-dispersive spectroscopy. (d) Device I–V hysteresis curves. Three scans were repeated,
and the arrows indicate the direction of the voltage scan. (e) The experiment exploring the dynamicLoading [MathJax]/jax/output/CommonHTML/jax.js
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characteristics of device. Here the input sequence is a periodic signal composed of a write voltage pulse
(3.0 V, 1 ms) followed by several read voltage pulses (1.9 V, 10 μs) in one period. The responding current
is recorded for subsequent analysis. (f) The current decay with time follows a simple exponential
relationship and the characteristic time t0 obtained by �tting is 400 μs.

Figure 2

RC system architecture and waveform classi�cation demonstration. (a) Schematic of a conventional RC
system. The input is fed to a reservoir which is composed by a large number of nonlinear nodes. The
internal connections among these nodes are random and �xed. The correct output learns from the states
of nodes by training the output weights. (b) Schematic of the dynamic memristor-based RC system. For a
given input, the input vector is transformed into a temporal signal through a mask (that is the time
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multiplexing process), and then fed to the reservoir which consists of a dynamic memristor and a load
resistor in series. The memristor responses within a duration time τ are selected as the virtual nodes with
a �xed time step δ. The output vector is a linear combination of the values in the virtual nodes and the
weights (Wout) can be trained through linear regression. (c) Schematic of a dynamic memristor-based
parallel RC system, where the mask sequences are different for every single memristor RC unit. The
output is the linear combination of all reservoir states. In our experiment, this parallel RC system is
realized by testing single memristor in multiple cycles. (d) The input and classi�cation result of sine and
square waves. The input sequence is a random combination of sine and square waveforms, where the
sampling points for each waveform are set to 8. The optimal classi�cation results are achieved when the
length of mask sequence and the number of reservoirs in parallel are set to 4 and 10 respectively and the
lowest NRMSE we get is 0.14. (e) NRMSE changes with the mask length when keeping the reservoir size
(that is the product of mask length M and number of reservoirs N) the same. Ten different devices are
tested and the average of NRMSE reaches the minimum value as the mask length reaches 4. The error
bar shows the variation between devices.

Figure 3

Spoken-digit recognition demonstration. (a) Left: typical audio waveform of digit 9 pronounced by a
female speaker. Right: cochlear spectrum (64 channels per frame) of the corresponding audio waveform.
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The channel values for each frame is transferred to the time domain with a duration of τ. (b) Time
multiplexing process. In each interval of duration τ, the spectrum signal is multiplied by a mask matrix
(64×M) containing randomly assigned binary values (-1 and 1) to generate the input voltage sequence
with a �xed time step δ (δ = 120 μs) equal to 1/M of τ, where M is the mask length. The similar process
repeats by N times with different mask matrices in order to mimic N-parallel RC system. (c) During each
time duration, the dynamic memristor response is recorded. The device current is �rst converted into
voltage through the load resistor, and then ampli�ed and collected by the ampli�er and ADC. After that,
the N times memristor response in each duration of τ is combined into the reservoir states for subsequent
classi�cation. (d) Predicted results obtained from the memristor-based RC system versus the correct
outputs, where the word error rate is as low as 0.4%. The two parameters M and N of the RC system are
set to be 10 and 40 respectively. Colour bar represents the occurrence of each predicted result under the
correct output. (e) Word error rate as a function of the mask length M, where the total reservoir size (M×N)
remains constant at 400. Similar to the waveform classi�cation task, the average of word error rate
reaches the lowest value when M = 10. The error bar represents the variation between devices.

Figure 4
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Handwritten-digit recognition demonstration. (a) Schematic of converting the spatial pattern of a
handwritten digit image to a temporal signal. Firstly, the original digit 9 is rotated by three different angles
(0°, 30°, 90°). Then, the three images are combined and chopped vertically. Finally, every piece of chopped
image is transferred into a time-varying signal with a duration τ and the amplitude corresponds to the
pixel grey-scale value. (b) Predicted results obtained from the memristor-based RC system versus the
correct outputs and the overall recognition accuracy reaches 97.6%. The colour bar represents the
normalized probability of each predicted result under the correct output. (c) The comparison of the
recognition accuracy between software-based and dynamic memristor-based RC systems.
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